Moscow International Service in Korean 26 Jan 91

SUBJ Commentary List -- Moscow International Korean

Full Text Superzone of Message

1. Moscow International Service in Korean 0900 GMT 26 Jan 91 (fair)

2. 1. interview with (name indistinct) people's deputy explains issues to be discussed in session of RSFSR congress of people's deputies, including maintaining stable life for people in economic transitional period. (6 min)

2. 2. talk on Indian constitution day. (5 min)

3. 3. talk on talks between Bush, Mongol President in Washington. (5 min)

4. 4. talk on UN discussion on Cambodian refugee problem. (4 min)

5. 5. "various aspects of Soviet life"

a. interview with (Victor Stefanov), (Karelia) ASSR Supsov chairman, explaining structure of RSFSR national state. (6 min)

b. talk introduces exhibition of (Kalin) war victims. (6 min)

c. 4. talk introduces architectures of old Russia (7 min)

6. Moscow International Service in Korean 1100 GMT 26 Jan 91 (fair)

7. 1. talk on effects of Persian Gulf crisis in economy, including oil price hikes. (3 min)

8. 2. talk on nationalist movements in USSR, describing situations in Lithuanian, Latvian, other republics. Cites Gorbachev's statement on this situation. (4 min)

9. 3. "Focus on Asia" program:

a. Station reporter's interview with Kochetkov, Soviet Deputy Defense Minister, head of Soviet delegation to DPRK, which visited DPRK recently, notes differences in reunification formulas between North, South. Also notes failure to narrow differences in talks. Says these differences must be resolved through dialogue. Also notes presence of U.S. troops in South Korea. Says progress in arms reduction will hasten Korean reunification. (4 min, text)

b. 4. talk on upcoming visit to China by Indian people's Rev party delegation. (5 min)

Note: no Asian news carried

10. 5. Music program introduces theme music of famous Soviet movies. (20 min)

11. Moscow International Service in Korean 1330 GMT 26 Jan 91 (fair)

12. 1. anon on UFO. (20 min rpt 191330) [Redacted] RC612601.22 26/1446z
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